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[editorial]
Andrea Pane
Scientific Director Compasses

The States General
of Interior Design
This issue of C+ is dedicated to the largest fair in the MENA Region:
INDEX 2022, now over thirty years old, of which Compasses has been
a media partner for over a decade. Great expectations are looming on
the horizon of this event, which finally marks a full return to in-presence
and in full capacity fairs, after two years of pandemic. Although the
international scenario is certainly not the best - and indeed it already has
significant repercussions on the construction and interior design market
- the INDEX Event Director, Kathy McBride, interviewed by Ivan Parati,
declares herself to be very optimistic. The reason lies precisely in the great
demand for in-presence events after such a long period of digital and
telematic relationships: INDEX therefore proposes itself as an unavoidable
appointment to update, discuss, see with one’s own eyes and touch with
one’s own hands an enormous quantity of products in the field of interior
design that would be impossible to appreciate through a screen. Thus, the
number of expected visitors is considerable, and the recent success of
EXPO Dubai 2020, which at the date of its conclusion on 31st March 2022
almost reached 23 million visitors compared to the 25 expected before the
pandemic, bodes well. This aspect is also evidenced by the architecture
of the fair, which now recovers more halls in the Dubai World Trade Center
and features multiple entrances designed by famous designers, as well
as various installations placed along the show. At the same time, a strong
increase in immersive experiences is expected, through the MetaGallery
which opens to a new format of the tradeshow. Finally, INDEX’s
commitment to achieve the sustainability standards required by the Paris
Climate Accords in the near future should not be overlooked: a reduction
in greenhouse gases emissions by 50% will already be achieved in 2030,
reaching zero in 2050.

To illustrate the INDEX 2022 scenario, we have selected two relatively
simple but explicit interior design projects in demonstrating the state of the
art of small / medium-scale design. The first, signed by AHMR Interiors &
Construction and by the designers and architects Muhammed Kujuk, Raid
Kbil and Olena Gredina, is an aesthetic clinic in Sharjah, dedicated to
laser and dental treatments. Spread over two levels, it uses the theme of
stylized heart and tooth shapes for the logo, while the finishes are in pink,
gray and blue. The second project is a private villa, designed by Designer
East Dubai and located in Al Awir First, Dubai. Compared to the traditional
introversion of Arab architecture, this project is decidedly more Western,
welcoming large windows and balconies opening onto the garden, but
retaining a linear and stylized version of the Mashrabiyya in some points of
the elevations.
The issue ends with three profiles of important architects who work in the
UAE, already protagonists in recent times in the chat & chill web series
curated by Ivan Parati for Compasses. These are the Canadian Kurt Peter
Hanzlik, author among his many creations of the futuristic Museum of the
Future in Dubai, Firas Alsahin, co-founder and design director of 4SPACE,
currently engaged in the META4SPACE project intended to prepare
companies for the future METAVERSE scenario. And finally, the Italian
Riccardo Robustini, founder and director of UNICA Architects, author of
numerous hospitality projects in the Middle East and in Europe, whose
projects have already been published in the past by Compasses. Finally, a
review on Anidride Design creations follows in the Ideas & Trends column.
With this brief review we hope, as always, that C+ can pleasantly
accompany the numerous visitors of INDEX 2022, happy to finally return to
a major trade fair event in-presence.
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INDEX - International Interior Design Exhibition
Dubai World Trade Centre, May 31st - June 2nd, 2021

Ivan Parati

A talk with the Event Director
of INDEX: Katie McBride
IP: In recent years we have seen INDEX hosting some curated sections branching out of
world-class design exhibitions, such as Ventura Projects. What is the novelty this year?

INDEX
Some statistics
Year of Foundation
1990
Number of Editions
30 + 1YEAR
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KM: We always welcome and encourage companies to showcase innovations and cutting-edge
designs to inspire the creatives attending the show. This year we’ll be welcoming a materials design
collection curated by world-famous COLAB to demonstrate new options in materials for surface and
products with a special feature of home-grown materials from the UAE.
As the MENA regions largest interiors and fit-out show, we like to pack in lots of exciting ‘novelties’,
to make sure the visiting audiences are entertained throughout their visit, while gaining new
perspectives, new connections, new insights and more. In particular, we are working with worldclass designers to build installations for visitors to physically interact with and we have also hugely
expanded our education offering to meet demand.
The Retail Leadership Forum is an exciting launch this year and we have a great speaker line-up
already confirmed. This will nicely complement our existing Work Design Summit and the legendary
INDEX Design Talks main stage.
There really is too much to mention, you’ll have to come to the show to discover the rest of the
exciting features!

IP: INDEX is an institution in Dubai for its longevity and for unparalleled capacity to attract
design professionals from all over the region. How do you see the evolution of your
audience during the last decade?
KM: Absolutely, INDEX is a magnet for everyone serious about the interiors business and that
element has always remained true since it’s conception over 30 years ago. Especially during the last
few years, we’ve really seen the audience mature dramatically. The demand has changed now, with
attendees becoming much clearer in what they want from the show, and that is essentially what they
can’t (or don’t have the time to) find online. They want full product ranges so they can see size, colour
and texture. They want to be able to discuss detailed logistic information for delivery to new and
somewhat complex project locations (i.e. Saudi Arabia) and they really want an easy way to meet and
connect face-to-face.
In an increasingly digitized world, even pre-pandemic, there definitely came a feeling of people
spending less time meeting and networking, so INDEX has really become an annual reunion/meet-up
for the industry. I can attest to the volume of afterparties that fringe the show! This reliance on events
such as INDEX to get together in-person has really increased significantly over the past decade.
From another perspective, INDEX is a pure-play trade show, so it really changes every year
according to the changes in the market. This reflects changes in manufacturing as well as project
locations and demands. We have a lot of buyers sourcing for new projects in Saudi Arabia in the
entertainment and hospitality fields, so this is really reflected in what is being bought at the event,
along with suppliers who have specific transportation options. We’re also seeing new countries
rapidly growing as manufacturers: for example, this year particularly, Spain and Poland are moving
into gaps left by China, Russia and Ukraine. This causes quite a change in types of products
available at the show, which in turn influences interior design trends across the region.
[focus] 9

IP: Looking at past curated experiences, we see that some of the corners of the show were
catering for some more general public with experiential installations from some renowned
designers. Is it possible to anticipate something for this year’s edition?
KM: In 2021 we really wanted to give all visitors a wow factor when they walked into the show and
therefore we approached some of the most renowned designers in the GCC to design an entrance
archway around the theme of coming out of the pandemic. They were very happy to satisfy us and
came up with some stunning designs.
This year - as INDEX takes on more halls at the Dubai World Trade Centre, as the event grows
back to it’s pre-pandemic scale - we have more entrance archways designed by notorious interior
designers and the initial designs look even more spectacular! You’ll also find a few other designer
created installations around the show to surprise and delight all guests.
IP: Post pandemic times are witnessing new emerging spaces which are enjoyed from
completely new perspectives, let’s think about metaverse, NFTs and other immersive
experiences. How is this changing the way commercial fairs are planned and brought to a
physical place? How will INDEX adapt in the next future to this hybrid world?
KM: It’s no secret that the pandemic hit the tradeshow and events industry particularly hard. With
the majority of the world unable to travel or meet in person for over 18 months, commercial fair
organizers had to develop new ways to connect their respective markets together. Although this was
so incredibly difficult, the result is positive. We’ve developed digital platforms to connect people on
different sides of the world, as well as more immersive experiences at events that allow companies
to showcase their products and test new markets without having to spend considerable time and
resources through the metaverse.
INDEX will explore features such as a MetaGallery and will bring more and more digital
experiences to a traditional tradeshow format in the future.

IP: We hear a lot of talks about sustainability in the last decades, how do you address a
fair use of resources in a commercial fair that lasts for a few days with such great effort on
shipping materials, building huge custom booths, and mobilizing an enormous workforce?
KM: dmg events is proud to announce that it has signed the Net Zero Carbon Events pledge, a joint
commitment across the events and meetings industry to achieve the targets laid out in the Paris
Climate Accords.
By signing the pledge, dmg events is committed to publishing our pathway to achieve net zero
by 2050 at the latest, with an intermediate target in line with the Paris Agreement’s requirement
to reduce global greenhouse gases emissions by 50% by 2030. This work must be concluded by
the end of 2023. dmg events will also collaborate with partners, suppliers and customers to drive
change across the value chain. To track the progress towards the targets, dmg events will measure
and track its emissions of greenhouse gases according to industry best practice. Finally, dmg
events will report on its progress at least every two years.
Sustainability is a big part of the conversation at INDEX so we hope that through this event we can
beat this target, through various initiatives to become more responsible organizers. We’re lucky to
be in contact to those responsible for interior design, furnishing and fit-out of the show who are
increasingly aware of the long-term impact of the spaces they create, and have been consulted
on how to support and advise the fair on its net-zero journey. Visitors will notice a change in the
registration process; with the reduction of printed collaterals, local hotel options, and eco-friendly
signage, everything has evolved in a positive direction over the past few years.

[interior design project]

Clinica Leen
Olena Gredina

AHMR Interiors
& Construction company
Work
Clinica Leen
Location
UAE, Sharyah
Architecture and Design
AHMR Interiors & Construction company
Size and total area
300 m2
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Basically, designers and architects have to follow strict rules and standards if it comes to a public
place, but this interior design project combines functionality and smart, and original design.
The contemporary interior design for the dental clinic Clinica Leen was created by AHMR Interiors &
Construction company by the main designers and architects Muhammed Kujuk, Raid Kbil and Olena
Gredina, with the support of the best specialists in a medical area, medical equipment suppliers,
and great support from Dr. Khalid Hannouneh, one of the most famous cosmetic dentists in the
UAE. Project is located in the United Arab Emirates, Sharjah, Muwaileh area a very fast growing and
developing area.The total area of the project is 300m2.
Ground floor is 175 m2 and includes reception, waiting area, clinics for professional dentists, laser
rooms, x-ray room, toilets, sterilization room,and technical room.
A stair leads to the upper floor which has waiting area, nurse station, manager cabinet, derma clinics,
nutrition clinic, toilets, and storage. Clinic visitors can enjoy the incredible view of the ground floor
reception hall through the glass wall on the first floor.
AHMR designers and the architects’ idea was to keep the space maximum open, with a lot of light,
but to use the maximum of the available area.It is necessary to mention that this project is completely
done by AHMR company from A to Z: from the logo, to icons concept, business cards, letter head,
stamp, signs from interior design, visualization and developing full package of the necessary drawings
to the execution work with supervision. The main colors of the project are coral-pink, gray and blue.
Pink feminine color is associated with beauty, sweetness and purity, increasing the feeling of peace
and calm. A neutral shade of gray enhanced the main colors of the visual identity. A bright turquoise
color brings hope, vigor, and vitality and it is soothing to the eye.

[focus] 13

Clinica Leen’s logo design has an idea of the stylization and combining the heart shape and tooth
shape, which reminds the crystal symbolizing the perfect work. The geometrical crystals idea was
repeated in a decoration behind the reception, in the shape of the reception desk, in the sofas
located in the waiting area on the ground floor, and in the wall decor in the dentist cabinets. The main
materials of the project are grey porcelain tiles on the floor, pink decorative element, white & grey
paint for the walls, wooden cladding, PVC cladding, glass partitions, and gypsum decoration.
The reception area on the ground floor has a unique design decoration which has not only an original
geometrical shape with coral-pink color and an attractive contemporary lightning design, but uses
maximum space: there is a sterilization room on the ground floor and storage on the upper level with
maintenance access for the ceiling in the main reception area. The minimalistic ceiling design used
magnetic light, a group of similar chandeliers in the main area and above the stair. For the ceiling
in the main reception the hall area was applied jet diffusers type which will work perfectly when you
need to a cool big area with the big height. The waiting area is divided into two parts for males and
females by the structure of the sofa itself. The furniture concept is matching with the wall decoration
by color and shape as well. Furniture was created according to the drawing provided by designers,
using scratch-resistant strong fabric. Each specialist’s cabinet is simple but stylish. It’s clean white
space decorated by white 3D gypsum panels with a booster shape by the hidden LED light and fully
professional equipped. It has Italian-designed washbasin units and cabinets. Some cabinets have wall
painted in grey, accompanied by PVC cladding (calacatta marble effect).
For toilets,two types of porcelain werw used: tiles with a calacatta marble print effect and woodlooking tiles withrelief as an accent wall.
The concept and 3D visualization for the dental clinic took just two days and the execution work was
started immediately after the document’s approval. In a few weeks, clinic’s clients can enjoy services
from the best UAE specialists.

14
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[interior design project]
Anjum Hameed Sheikh

Designer East Dubai
Work
Private villa
Location
Al Awir First, Dubai
Architecture and Design
Designer East Dubai
Size and total area
15.000 m2
Image credits
Designer East Dubai
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The Desert
Rise Villa
The design of the villa was a process of fulfilling the local cultural needs to contemporary architecture
style, whereas it was conceptualized as every living space should interact with the outer environment
surrounding the villa.
This luxurious villa will be equipped with artworks, a one-of-a-kind exclusive decor. It is designed in
lieu of the interior of the house being incorporated to connect with the exterior landscaping at the same
time as the vertical façade follows the same concept through its unique terrace vegetation through
the periphery. This whole residence is curated according to the client’s desire. Completely prepared
with breakout spots on site, the layout is built to allow its inhabitants to revel in open and enjoyable
residence from the consolation of their personal home.
The villa comes designed with a simple, continuous outside material that expresses the physicality
of the material and the texture even as presenting visible attraction and clarity. A neutral pallet is
maintained through the layout with natural stone cladding, wood finishes and travertine incorporated
into the façade design.
The ground floor is designed to incorporate the thoughts of the residents and to have interior planning
based on the cultural wishes and current fashion of dwelling in their everyday existence. It comes
packed with a whole variety of rooms, including an office, a guest bedroom that has its own attached
bath and a maid room, that also has its own attached bath. The latest kitchen comes coupled with the
laundry and ironing area, and has a store attached to it. The family sitting area is going to be the perfect
place to spend time with your loved ones, and right next to it is the formal living room that is spacious
enough to fit your whole family! It contains two dining areas for all occasions, one formal and one open
which is also attached to its own toilet and wash area, that is near the elevator. Yes, an elevator! This
house comes with everything! To make this property have all the benefits of being out of the modern
world, yet as homely as possible.

[architecture&plan] 17

The first floor is designed to have the luxurious master suite that has its own master bath and a master
closet that has its own locker room. Besides that, there are five contemporary style bedrooms, all
attached with their own baths. In accordance with the client’s requirements, every bedroom is located
to face the stunning pool at its outer edge. The spacious open balcony gives a sight for sore eyes.
There is another family sitting area that is away from the hustle and bustle of the ground floor. Glass
handrails, which will be about 1,2 m in height, will be wrapped around the first floor, giving it a very chic
look.
The outdoor area will be equipped with a water feature formed in front of the house with plantation
covering the entirety of the property. One side will be the inhouse parking, which means a safe space
for you to always look out for your car, with the area being prolonged to fit multiple automobiles. The
outer edge of the property has the perfect opportunity waiting for you to get your tan on with the large
swimming pool, which is coupled with an outside dining area and sunken seating, perfect for you to get
a few drinks in after a lengthy swimming session.
The grass on the patio will be as real as it can get. Then, set up a swing, some chairs and enjoy your
morning espresso or afternoon tea with a panoramic view at all times.
This location is the proper place that one might want to live in to relax and rejuvenate the entire
existence! One would always feel like being part of a one-of-a-kind getaway. All in all, the rooms are
mapped to interact with nature and limitless views of the desert.

[interior design project] 19
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Kurt Peter
Hanzlik
Kurt Peter Hanzlik, Canadian
architect living in Dubai for the past
17 years, has worked on diverse
legacy projects in Toronto, Vienna
and Berlin.
He has been involved in numerous
well-known projects in the UAE,
including the Yas Marina Hotel with
Asymptote Architecture, the Expo
2020 Sustainability Pavilion Terra
with Grimshaw Architects and the
recently opened Museum of the
Future with Killa Design as the
project architect. His appreciation
for the region’s aspirations and
the positive outcomes of design
excellence drives his creativity
and desire to deliver successful
projects.
He believes that the region’s growth
in neighbouring Saudi will have
profound impact to the design
professionals in the UAE and their
design firms through the potential
creative brain drain. However, he
acknowledges that the UAE has
always stepped up to a challenge
and shall once more reinvent itself
to be the magnet for design talent.
Kurt follows the developments
of additive manufacturing / 3D
printing and innovative materials
empowering the design team of the
future to dream and create.

Firas
Alsahin

Museum of the Future
Kurt oversaw the intense
coordination of the project’s
documentation, the detailing of the
FOH interiors, the constructibility of
the facade and of the digital BIM
model, that unlocked the inherent
challenges of the calligraphy’s
alignment within the 1024 facade
elements. A great team made the
outcome seem easy.
Majlis installation
Kurt’s inner passion lies in the
design of furniture and objects that
can be easily animated through
manipulating of the components
and their configuration. An
installation at a previous Index
reinterpreted the traditional majlis
with an eye on detail and delight.
He continues to develop new
concepts for production.
Kurt Peter Hanzlik
kph-design.com

Firas Alsahin is the co-founder
and design director of 4SPACE,
a dynamic, multi-talented,
multi-award-winning design
studio, that delivers high-end
architectural and interior design
services across the Middle East
and is recognized as one of the
finest interior design companies
in the region.
As a co-founder of 4SPACE,
Firas has never stopped
achieving his goals. His passion
for design resonates throughout
his projects, particularly in
the food and beverage, retail
and hospitality sectors. Firas
manages to withstand all the
4SPACE’s challenges that come
its way.
He is a fully accredited design
professional with the Society
of British International Design.
His design finesse embraces
futuristic, minimalist, functional
and sustainable design. His
innovative thought processes
and supportive approach
inspires his team to create
distinctive designs using the
highest quality materials.
Among is project there are:
Kactus, a contemporary café
in the heart of Riyadh that is an
expression of international and
contemporary lifestyles; PAPA
Dubai, which is a 1,580 square
meter entertainment and dining
destination in Al Habtoor City
that contains 9 various concepts
under one roof; NEEM Tree
Lounge in Dubai International
Financial Center, where Emirati
culture is reflected on the
cuisine and the interiors.
Firas has impressive expansion
plans and visions for the overall
future of design and innovation.
He imagined the META4SPACE
(www.meta4space.com)
department to help businesses
prepare for METAVERSE, using
futuristic technology from virtual
reality, augmented reality,
architectural NFTs, and virtual
real estate.

4SPACE Design
Unit 3508 HDS Business Center Cluster M
Jumeirah Lakes Towers, Dubai, UAE
T.: +971 4 438 5537

Riccardo
Robustini
Riccardo Robustini was a student
for the Universidad Politécnica
in Valencia, and the University
of Bologna, where he took his
MSc degree in Architectural
Engineering and Building. He
completed his postgraduate
professional master program
of advanced architecture
design in collective housing
at the Universidad Politécnica
of Madrid. In 2020 he was
a part of a research group
investigating emerging design and
technologies of smart cities and
Virtual Reality and Augmented
Reality in 2022 at the MIT Media
Lab (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology).
Before moving to Dubai, he
collaborated with several offices
in Italy and Spain. Including, Juan
Herreros Arquitectos where he
worked on several prestigious
projects including the Munch
Museum, the Residential Master
Plan in Oslo, the Master Plan for
the Menil Collection Extension in
Houston and the Satellite Control
Centre in Madrid.
As founder and director of UNICA
Architects he had the opportunity
to design prestigious hospitality
projects in the Middle East and
Europe. Riccardo has been
designing several hotels in the
Middle East and Europe from
2018-2022 as has been involved
directly in the design of 2500+
rooms including Mid-market
range (3*/4*) and High-end luxury
market (5*/6*). He is now involved
in the design of several high end
bespoke residential projects in
Europe and the Middle east.
Riccardo was also assistant
professor at Politecnico di Milano
from 2009-2012 and critics in
various universities, including
the B.E.S.T of Lódz, the N.A.B.A
academy of Milan and the
American University of Sharjah.

UNICA Architects
The Address Hotel, Dubai Marina
Extreme Waterfront Office, Office 101
T. +971 (4) 5546720ì
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The Right Side

22

The architect Nicola De Pellegrini
transforms retail in the Middle East
with style. Aesthetics and practicality
in the new format of sustainable
architecture created by the green
architect & designer of The Right Side
studio who is conquering the Middle
East with projects designed to simplify
life for the consumer. The Right Side
is a studio born from an intuition of the
green architect Nicola De Pellegrini
and the CEO Mohamad Al Harraq,
that deals with designing retail and
innovative spaces in the sector. In its
holistic philosophy, every project can
be realized only thanks to the care with
which every action that makes it up is
defined. Every creation of The Right
Side is able to convey great emotions,
but at the same time, it is also strictly
functional in every aspect. For the
studio, purity of design must always be
combined with a circular approach to
sustainability. In the Middle East, the
Studio’s intervention focuses on retail
and the impact that the design of spaces
can have on consumers. The new Farm
Superstores format - soon to open in
the city of Al Khobar, KSA - aims to
revolutionize the standard supermarket
concept, integrating innovative layout
ideas and a contemporary “look &
feel” that redesigns the characteristics
of the traditional market. Inside the
supermarket, a fluid and continuous
journey develops through different
worlds and experiences. For Danube
Supermarkets, one of the largest

3
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supermarket chains in Saudi Arabia, the
new format provides for the creation of
a highly communicative space, thanks
to the integration of large monitors in
all the sales departments. A warm and
welcoming mood accompanies the
consumer in his shopping experience,
crossing a succession of specialist
departments offering fresh, highquality products, that are carefully
selected and displayed with order and
attention. For Carrefour - the worldrenowned supermarket chain - the
Studio redesigned every detail of the
store at the Al Quds. The supermarket is
designed to be a food lover’s paradise,
with a rational layout and various focal
points to attract consumers. A place
where locals can shop and grab a
bite to eat, while also attracting a new,
younger, and international audience.
It is important that the layout of the
shop contributes to a positive shopping
climate, inviting the customer to
stay longer in the supermarket and
encouraging a certain number of
unplanned purchases, the so-called
instinctive purchases. Focal points
lead customers from one department
to another, keeping interest and
involvement high. Every aspect of the
design has been thought to stimulate the
shopping experience.
24
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Profile Architect
Nicola De Pellegrini, born in Belluno in
1976, graduated with full marks at the
IUAV, University Institute of Architecture in
Venice in 2002. In 2003 he founded the
FRI Architetti studio with Giovanni Bez
and Manlio Olivotto, developing projects
of different types and on different scales.
In 2011 he founded Anidride Design,
specialising in retail design, branding and Art
Direction, as well as environmental design.
In 2015, with Giovanni Bez, De Pellegrini set
up Anidride Design Architettura, with which
he began developing architectural projects
on a larger scale.
In 2021, after a long collaboration, architect
De Pellegrini together with Mohamed Al
Harraq, founded The Right Side studio
specializing in projects in the retail sector.

The Right Side
Via Porto di Cavergnago, 9
30173 Venezia VE
ITALIA
+39 041 85 06 182
info@therightside.site
www.therightside.site
LK: Therightside
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The Xinshougang Bridge is the last stretch of
a 600-year-old road that connects the urban
and suburban areas of Beijing, with the aim
of speeding up transit to the city centre. Built
by China Railway Baoji Bridge Group under
the China Railway Group Limited (CREC),
the bridge goes on to cross Shougang
Industrial Park, the new site of the 2022 Winter
Olympics.
Inaugurated at the end of September 2019,
and awarded in 2020 with the Award of
Merit in the Bridge/Tunnel category, the
bridge represents an authentic engineering
gem, created by international and Chinese
designers.
Curated by the Beijing Municipal Engineering
Design Research Institute in collaboration with
the Frontera Lighting Design studio in Beijing,
the lighting project saw the utilisation of a
selection of Linea Light Group professional
solutions which perfectly integrate into
the structure and are able to ensure high
performance.
On both sides of the spans, the Prolamp
RGBW projector with DMX control creates
plays of light and evocative multicolour
scenographies.
The narrow spot optics allow for a precise and
well-defined light beam.

30

Xinshougang Bridge,
the Chinese bridge lit
by Linea Light Group

To illuminate the pedestrian passage, the
Beret recessed ground spotlights were
chosen, also being ideal for highlighting
details, thanks to their small size, robustness
and AquaStop® technology.
Then, installed to shine light on the entire
lower part of the bridge and all along its extent
is the Paseo transparent polycarbonate bar,
customised with a colour temperature of
4500K recessed into the ground and with
elliptical optics that direct the light beam along
the entire length without light dispersion. The
same bars are also found along the handrails
of the lateral stairways: they perfectly integrate
into the structure, ensuring only the beam of
light is visible.

LINEA LIGHT GROUP
Via della Fornace 59
31023 Castelminio di Resana (TV)
phone +39 (0)423 7868
IG @linealightgroup
FB @Linea Light Group
LK @Linea Light Group
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[design&products]
BOSCAVENEZIA
Since 1968
Luxury Doors
& Bespoke Interior

DUBAI
SHOWROOM
at B-Living General
Trading,
Al Quoz Industrial
Area 4, Street 22,
Warehouse 28

Our vision of living is
elegance.
The creation of a door
is a tailor-made job,
the aim of which is
to create welcoming,
comfortable
environments
capable of making the
customer feel at ease,
without sacrificing
craftsmanship and
contemporary design.

The excellence of the classic
florentine style artifacts in
bronze and crystals comes
to life in an historic workshop
called Bronzetto that, since
1963, produces sumptuous
cristal vases, amphorae,
candelabra and decorative
objects in Florence-Italy.
Hand-made bronze friezes
meet hand-ground valuable
crystals, unique pieces
presented at Index Dubai
stand 6C279-6D278

Luxury Foundry:
THE MAGIC
OF CRYSTALS
made in Florence
Boscavenezia srl Calle del Gambero 6 Venezia Italy | +39 049 9395102 | info@boscavenezia.it | www.boscavenezia.it

MOLOCO:
the fascinating
mystery
of a timeless
face suspended
between art
and design

This precious
ceramic object
by Artwork
Italian Heritage
by Kerasan is as
mysterious as a
MOAI. Initially it
was produced as
a freestanding
washbasin with
floor or wall
drain outlet.
Afterwards, it
was reinterpreted
from a modern
perspective
becoming a large
cachepot, burner,
lamp or simply
an interior design
item based on
the concept of
multifunctionality.
Moloco is offered
in many different
monochromatic
shades, glossy or
matte, as well as
in the exclusive
“Luxury” finishes
like gold, red gold,
and platinum.
Design
Fabrizio Batoni

Artwork Italian Heritage by Kerasan via A. Einstein 3 Civita Castellana VT Italy | info@artworkitalianheritage.it | www.artworkitalianheritage.it

Il Bronzetto srl via Romana, 151r Florence Italy | +39 055 229288 | marketing@ilbronzetto.com | ilbronzetto.com

The miniatures of the BIG vases
by Franchi Umberto Marmi
A minimal and essential design that enhances marble in its uniqueness
to evoke nature through the use of marble in all its purity. Geometric
shapes and proportions for these miniature vases are declined on the
white veined marble with black.
Tjandi e Ira: design Paolo Armenise+Silvia Nerbi
Big Mac: design Luisa Bocchietto

Franchi Umberto Marmi spa via Del Bravo 14/16 Carrara (MS) Italy | +39 0585 70057 | info@fum | info@fum

ferdinandopolverinodelaureto

Architecture aspires to eternity.
(Christopher Wren)
A click is enough for us.

the new compasses site.

www.compassesworld.com

24–26
MAY 2022

11:00 AM TO 7:00 PM

DUBAI
WORLD TRADE
CENTRE

SOURCE, NETWORK
AND COLLABORATE
AT THE LARGEST AND MOST
SIGNIFICANT INTERIORS
EVENT IN MENA REGION
INDEX is the largest international interior and fit-out trade show
in the Middle East, connecting the world’s leading brands and
manufacturers with regional hospitality, residential, commercial,
and retail buyers.

Organised by

Co-located with

To get in touch
+971 4 438 0355

D U B A I

#INDEXDUBAI

www.indexexhibition.com

info@indexexhibition.com

Register to attend
register.indexexhibition.com

